
Section V State Qualifier – Meet of Champions Information Sheet 

Penfield is pleased and excited to be hosting the 2017 Meet of Champions.  The following 

information is provided to you following a conversation with the Section V Chairman. 

 

   1. In the pole vault, Division I will use the north pit (closest to the starting line), Division II will use   

the south pit ( closest to the finish line) 

   2. High Jump - Division I will use the west pit ( closest to the finish line), Division II will use the 

east pit ( closest to the finish line) 

   3. In the pentathlon High jump, the boys will use the west pit, the girls will use the east pit. 

   4. In the long jump and triple jump, the boys will use the east pit ( Heading towards the trees), 

while the girl will use the west pit ( heading towards the starting line) 

   5.  There will be coaches boxes set aside in the long jump, triple jump, high jump, pole vault.  In the 

shot and discus, coaches are asked to stay behind the banners. 

   6.  There will be a 10 - 15 minute break for the Hall of Fame inductions, following the Division I 

1600 m run. 

   7. Presentation of the Devon Snyder Awards, as well as the Yen Scholarship will be at 4:45. 

  8.  There will be a bullpen for the athletes on the infield, so the athletes may continue to warm up 

after checking in with the clerk.  The clerk will be located in the tent at the Southern end of the track. 

  9. Leagues, please check your responsibilities for help in the many events. 

  10.  Qualifiers for the state meet will sign in and receive their information packet in the press box 

overlooking the track. 

  11.  Weigh - ins for the shot and discus will take place under the press box. 

  12.  Pole vaulters will be weighed in the same area. 

  13. The trainer will be located under the press box. 

   14.  Athletes may use up to 1/4"spikes.  Shot and discus circles are made of concrete. 

  15.  Restrooms are located in the lower level of the press box, down one flight of stairs from the 

track. 

  16.  Sectional shirts will be on sale. 

  17.  There will be several concession stands 

  18. In the 800m run, athletes will stay in their lane for one turn.  A one turn box will be used in the 

3200m and 3000m runs.  A curved starting line will be used in the steeplechases.  In the 4 x 400m 

relay, they will be using a three turn stagger. 

  19. We wish everyone personal bests and a good evening of track and field excitement. 
 


